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Introduction 

● Introduction to STINMOD (HES based) and why STINMOD? 
● How do we model the GST in STINMOD? 
● What is the distributional impact of current and alternative 

GST arrangements 
● How would a compensation package be designed and 

modelled? 

 



Introduction to STINMOD (HES) 

• STINMOD is a microsimulation model – similar to those used by Federal 

Departments such as Treasury/DSS 

• For the analysis of the GST we develop a version of STINMOD based only on actual 

households in the Household Expenditure Survey (10,000 households in 2009-10 

survey) 

• Data updated to 2014-15 (and beyond) using latest ABS population estimates and 

projections 

• Incomes uprated using AWE/CPI/housing finance and other sources 

• Prices updated using ABS CPI at expenditure level (87 classes by state) 

• Volumes of expenditure updated by National Account households expenditure 

account. First run estimate of GST total within 2% of Federal budget forecasts 

 

 



Introduction to STINMOD (HES) ctd 

• All taxation and government benefits simulated (entitlement 
and eligibility) for each household (at income unit level) 
including: 

● Personal income taxation 

● Pensions 

● Allowances 

● Supplementary payments 

● Family payments 

● Childcare 

 

 



Introduction to STINMOD (HES) ctd 

• Parameters for taxation and government benefits are provided in 

STINMOD from 2014-15 out to last ‘forward estimate’ although can be 

extended beyond. 

• Model can be run in cameo or distributional mode 

• Results can be for base policy world, alternative policy world or 

comparison of either. 

• Eg. Budget 2015-16 settings vs Budget 2014-15 for a given year or years. 

• Advantage of micrsosimulation is that we obtain very detailed results at 

the household level for a potentially complex array of policy changes all 

together. 



How do we model the GST? 

• The HES (in updated form) is imbedded in STINMOD so we 
calculate the GST that is paid to each expenditure item in the 
HES 

• No macroeconomic or behavioural changes 

ABSHID   COMCODE EXP INCOME AGE STATE FAMTYPE 

3214      Meat        $34   $56,000   40    NSW   Single 

3214          Petrol       $70   $56,000   40    NSW   Single 

GST (current world) = $0 and $7 

GST (broad base) = $3.40 and $7 



Distributional Impact (% of disposable income) 
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‘Broad’ includes Health, Education, Fresh food, Water/Sewerage only 
Only education is progressive. Overall more regressive. 



GST vs PIT dollars by income distribution 
(Average $pa, Household) 
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Simple experiment  

• Increase GST to 15% - extra $30B in revenue, $10B in 
compensation, $20B in PIT cuts 

• Assume across the board 10% reduction in PIT rates 

• Assuming away the bottom two quintiles who would be 
compensated this leaves the middle significantly worse off 
and only the top 20% better off. 

• Getting compensation package right requires a lot of work! 

• *Rough estimates only!! 

   Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

PIT Saving $22 $419 $1,469 $2,909 $6,346 

GST (additional) $1,788 $2,108 $3,148 $3,776 $5,077 

Net Position -$1,766 -$1,690 -$1,680 -$866 $1,269 



Designing a compensation package 

• Probably many ways to do this! 

• If only using PIT and welfare then: 

● PIT largely only compensates top half of income distribution and only 
partially for middle income. 

● May need to bias towards lower and middle personal income levels 

● Welfare payments may need to be supplements rather than % 
increased payments – this makes more expensive (eg part pensioners) 

● Can’t assume simple lump sum compensation for bottom 40% as 
payments taper in and out and some payments (such as FTB overlap 
with middle income groups) 

● Welfare and tax does not cover full population, eg self-funded retirees, 
low income persons who pay little/no tax 



Designing a compensation package (ctd) 

• Other alternative include reducing other taxes such as  

● State taxes (some regressive, some progressive) 

● Company taxes 

• An obvious candidate is stamp duty – very progressive and ‘rare’ so 
wont be compensatory to most households eg renters 

• A well designed compensation package will need to simultaneously 
model PIT, welfare and GST at the household level.  

• GST is relatively straighforward for STINMOD – state taxes more 
challenging eg gambling taxation. Does not do company/business 
taxation or macroeconomic/second round effects (out of the box). 

 



Issues with GST  

• Not all household expenditure to be GST? Eg rent, mortgage payments, other interest, 

financial services, rates 

• Are we trying to raise revenue or change the tax mix? 

• Compensation will be complex and expensive – perhaps one in three dollars raised and 

perhaps growing in real/cap terms 

• Macro models assume that GST is more efficient than other taxes such as PIT – but are 

they sophisticated enough given the complex nature of PIT/welfare. Ie if you reduced 

top MTR are the economic gains the same as the average elasticity? 

• Removing inefficient taxes great at macro level but micro level distributional results may 

be problematic – lots of losers! Eg. Stamp duty. 



Thank You 


